
Holiday-themed reads for July 4th 

“An Idea whose Time has Come” by Tom Purdum is a “riveting account” of battle to pass of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964.  It may be hard to imagine now, but fifty years ago, color-based discrimination 

was the law of the land in this country.  The act had to make its way through a “legislative minefield”  in 

order to overcome entrenched resistance to its passage.  That is succeeded was the result of bipartisan 

cooperation.  Author Purdum  “conveys a palpable sense of excitement in describing how the bill’s 

backers finally broke the longest filibuster in Senate history” to ensure its passage (The Plain Dealer)." 

 “Smoke  at Dawn” by Jeff Shaara picks up his chronicle of the Civil War in the West with a 

fictional recounting of the battles of Chickamauga and Missionary Ridge.  The union drive following its 

1863 victory at Vicksburg stalls when a vigorous counterattack led by Confederate general Braxton Bragg  

drives union troops under Rosecrans back to Chattanooga.  The ensuing stalemate dims union hopes, 

until Grant and Sherman bring their forces to the scene and attempt to break the siege.  Shaara again 

tells the story of the point of view of the major actors and minor fictional composites, a “you-were-there 

formulae that has served him well in the past and which “brings a vivid reality to the historical events 

depicted (Library Journal).”   

 “The Daring Ladies of Lowell” by Kate Alcott looks at history from the ladies side.  It’s 1832 and Alice 

Barrow, seeking money and freedom, flees her family’s New Hampshire farm to work in the textile mills 

in Lowell.  Alice soon finds herself torn between her fellow mill workers, who are protesting working 

conditions, and her own romantic interests.  This is a “compelling slice of feminist and Industrial Age 

history (Christian Science Monitor).”  

“Written in my Own Heart’s Blood” by Diana Gabaldon offers romance in period trappings.  In this 

Outlander continuation, Simon Fraser has returned from seemed to have been a watery grave only to 

find his family in chaos as he joins the British army on the march that led to the battle of Monmouth.     

Gabaldon succeeds at “integrating a wealth of fascinating period details into the story without slowing 

down the pace. The result is a sprawling and enthralling saga (Booklist).” 

“Warburg in Rome” by James Carroll serves up post-war Vatican intrigue.  An administrator sent to assist 

Jewish refugees arrives in Rome to find his work complicated by a cats cradle of schemes and schemers.   

Confusion turns to scandal when he stumbles across the existence of a ‘ratline’ helping fleeing Nazis 

escape Argentina.   "James Carroll has written a novel with the breathtaking pace of a thriller and the 

gravitas of a moral center—as if John LeCarre and Graham Greene had collaborated (Mary Gordon).”    

Or, select real life intrigue in “The Good Spy”  by Kai Bird, the true story of  CIA op Robert Ames.  In the 

1970s, Ames succeeded in establishing back-channel relationships with Arab security personal at a time 

when our formal relations were more distant.  This potentially constructive exchange   was undone by a 

terrorist bomb which destroyed the US Embassy in Lebanon and took Bob Ames with it.   In telling Ames’  

story, author  Bird also describes many of the players and forces that have come to shape the current 

Middle East.  Like last years’ “Lawrence in Arabia,’ this is a provocative and poignant “what-if’ read. 


